Nacho Machine & Cheese warmer:
Please read and carefully follow the operating instructions for the nacho cheese warmer before use. Additionally, please read the instructions
on the machine for safety measures. TO AVOID POWER SHORTAGE, do not plug in other appliances to outlet while using the nacho
warmer. NOTE: The cheese warmer function is to keep already heated cheese warm. It will not heat up cheese.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR CHEESE WARMER:

1. Place the machine on an even surface and plug in the power cord to an outlet.
2. Uncover metal top and remove container and pour hot water into the receptacle below the container.
3. Replace the container and pour WARM/HOT nacho cheese into the container above the water and replace metal top.
4. Turn on switch and adjust temperature knob while monitoring cheese.
5. After use, turn off the switch and unplug cord and let cool.
6. Pour warm water into container and rinse until cheese residue is thoroughly cleaned.
PERSON OVER 18 MUST OPERATE MACHINE AT ALL TIMES
ELECTRICITY: An electrical outlet needs to be available within 50' of the machines. It draws a maximum of 8 amps at 1250 watts. In order to
avoid power shortage and machine damage, DO NOT PLUG MACHINE INTO OUTLET WITH ANY OTHER APPLIANCE and check that
enough electricity is available to power the machine.
TRANSPORTING: This item can be picked up. It will fit a large car trunk or in the back of a pickup truck or SUV. Please secure machine in
your vehicle as you are responsible for this item from time of pick up to time of return.
OTHER REQUIREMENTS: You will need a table or counter to set the machine on while in use. The bottom of the cheese warmer must be
filled with water (HOT water for quicker warming) and emptied after use.
You will also need to purchase:

•
•

Chips
Nacho Cheese

CLEANING: There is a $20 cleaning fee if the cheese warmer is not cleaned before return. Clean-up is easy- simply wipe down all surfaces
with a wet paper towel & a little soap once the machine has sufficiently cooled.

Enjoy!

